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Fig 3-1 shows the probable way of solving the above problem with the original WS02 

Mercury implementation. Pirst the client program has to read its' persistence storage within a 

transaction, build the message in memory and commit the transaction. Then it gives the 

message to RMClient which again has to start a transaction and commit the message to RMS. 

Once the message stored at RMS it reliably transferred to the RMD by the WS-RM protocol. 

At the server side RMReceiver receives the message within a transaction from the RMD, 

build the message in memory and commit the transaction. Hnally server program commits the 

message to server persistence storage within a trano;action. 

This model reliably operates with the pre~en<.:e of network failures since WS-RM protocol can 

handle it using retransmissions and acknowledgement~. But if the client node fails after first 

transaction being committed to the client storage and before RMClient commit it to the RMS 

then the message can be lost. Same failu re can occur at the server side as well. On the other 

hand if the first transaction commits after the second transaction there can be duplicated 

messages. 

3.2 Proposed Solution 
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Figure 3-2 Proposed Solution . 

rig 3-2 shows the proposed solution with the distributed transaction support to address the 

node failure scenarios. Unlike in the previous case now client uses a distributed transaction to 

update both client storage and RMS storage. Client only corrunits to the transaction manger 

and if client node fails when this conunit happens, the recovery process of the 2PC ensures the 

atomicity of the transaction. Similar process happens at the RMReceiver as well. At the server 

side server program transaction has to participate the distributed transaction started by the 

RMReceiver and again node failure handle by the recovery process of the 2PC protocol. 
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3.3 Alternative Solutions 

3.3.1 Integrate WS-RM protocol with the client storage and server storage 

by taking them as RMS and RMD 
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Figure 3-3 Integrate Persistence Storage with RM Storages 

Fig 3-3 shows a possible solution for this problem in a spccil1c way to a given problem. For 

this solution distributed transactions arc not required since RM protocol tightly integrated to 

the client and server storages. But the advantages of this type of approach is less since it does 

not try to solve the problem in a gcncrali7cd way. Tl'le focus of this project is to come up with 

a middleware which provides the WS-RM functionality to any application. 

~ 
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3.3.2 Use the same transaction to update both application level storages 

and WS-RM storages 
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Fig 3-4 shows a special case of using same transaction to update both application level 

storages and the WS-RM storages. In order to use this scenario WS-RM storages should be 

there with the same application storages. Therefore this may not be useful when integrating 

message receive functionality with different storages and different application servers. 

Although this functionality can be provided with the proposed storage API based Mercury 

implementation, this project only focus on the distributed transaction based solution. 

-..... 
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3.4 Solution Architecture 

3.4.1 State machine model 

WS02 Mercury is based on a state machine model where the state is kept in objects called 

RMSScquence, RMDSequence and InvokerBuffer. This state machine model is based on the 

fact that various external events change the state of each object. Further a set of workers 

namely RMSSequenceWorker, RMDSequenceWorker and InvokerBufferWorker performs set 

of actions based on the state of the object. It docs not assume any order of the events. If a WS

RM message get lost while transmining through the network, only the event which would 

have occurred get lost while system <;tate remains same. Therefore system operates in the 

previous state which causes the retransmission of lost message hence achieving reliability. 
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Figure 3-5 RMSSeq, 

Fig 3-5 shows the possible events that would change , tate. These events 

namely create sequence response rcceivt! (CRR), last 111 1.::> ~R), application 

mt!ssage receive (AMR) and receive acknowledgement for at. · V '?~ her cause by 
o"~ 

the application client or network message reception. RMSSet.. 't ).if' '<; on four 

factors called sequence started (SS), message in the buffer (MIB), 1. r{f. 1.c-/'~ 'LMR) 

and terminate message send (TMS). l hcsc four factors create possib1 ~ 1nly 

seven states are valid as shown in the Fig 3-6. -'G (J 
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f-ig 3-7 shows the complete stale tran~ition diagram .. 

which change those states. 
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Figure 3-7 RMSSequence State Machine 
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Figure 3-8 R:viOSequence Events 
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rig 3-8 shows the possible events that would change the RMDSequence state. These events 

namely application message receive completing the sequence (/\MR(SC)), application 

message receive without completing the sequl.!nce (AMR(SNC)), last message receive 

completing the sequence (LMR(SC')), last message rl.!ceive without completing the sequence 

(LMR(SNC')) and term.inate message recci ve (TMR) would cause by the message rl.!cl.!ivc 

from the network. RMDSequl.!nce state depends on four factors called ftrst message receive 

(I MR), last message receive (LMR). every message has received (EMR) and terminate 

message receive (TMR). These four factors forms possible sixteen states but only five states 

are valid as shown in the Fig 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9 RMDSequence States 

Fig 3-10 shows the complete state transition diagram with the set of valid states and events 

which change those states. 
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Fig 3-11 shows the possible events that would change the lnvokerBuffer state. These events 

namely Last message receive (LMR), application message receive (AMR) and send all 

available messages to application (SAM) can cause by the messages receive through the . 
network or the invoker which sends the message to application layer. InvokerBuffer state 

depends on three factors namely messages in the buffer (MID), last message received (LMR) 

and every message send (EMS). These three factors forms possible eight states but only four 

slates are valid as shown in the Pig 3- 12. 
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Figur·e 3-12 lnvokerBuffer States 

Fig 3-13 shows the complete state transition diagram with the set of possible states and events 

which change tho:.c states. 
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Figure 3-13 lnvokerBuffer State Machine 
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3.4.2 Run time Architecture 

WS02 Mercury is a WS-RM implementation written on top of Apache Axis2. Apache Axis2 

provides a set of extension points calkd handlers. These handlers fonns the Axis2 Engine 

execution chain and can be deployed as modules. Therefore WS02 Mercury in other words is 

an Axis2 module. A typical Axis2 message send starts with the application client which 

calls the service client. Then the message is passed through the Axis2 Engine handlers and 

finally is sent to the network using the transport sender. At the server side message is received 

by the transport receiver. After that it invokes the Axis2 Engine where message is passed 

through a set of handlers and finall) receives at the message receiver which invokes the 

application at the server side. 

WS02 Mercury consists mainly of two handlers called MercuryOutllandler and 

MercurylnHandler which are used at out and in t1ows respectively, and a set of workers called 

RMSSequenceWorker, RMDSequenceWorker and lnvokerBufferWorker which read the 

respective storages and perform the appropriatl..! action based on the state. 

Next set of scenarios shows the runtime architecture necessarily with the persistence storage 

which uses transactions to read/update storage. Although in memory storage does not support 

transactions it is also has the same runtime arc hi lecture. 
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Fig 3-14 shows the runtime execution for an in only message scenario. Mercury receives the 

message from the Application client at the MercuryOutllandler, creates a sequence if it 

already not there and stored the message in the RMS. RMSSequenceWorker picks this 

message and invokes the MessagcWorkcr. MessagcWorker sends this message through the 

rest of the handlers and finally the message being sent to the network through transport 
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sender. At the server side transport receiver gets this message and invokes the Axis2 Engine. 

Mercury receives the message at the Mercurylnllandler which updates the RMD and stores 

the message in the In vokcrBuffer. Then InvokerHul'fcrWorker picks this message from the 

lnvokerBuffer and invokes the rest of the handlers so that ultimately message receives at the 

application at the server side. 

Reliability of the WS-RM protocol is achieved by retransmissions and acknowledgments as in 

any other reliable protocol. A separate worker called RMDSequenceWorker is used to send 

acknowledgments back to the client side. Upon receiving an acknowledgment client side 

updates its' state as message has succes5full} send. As shown in the figure, 

RMDSequenceWorker reads the RMD state and sends an acknowledgment message using 

MessageWorker which generally is used to send any message. At the client side Mt:rcury 

picks this message using the Mcrcurylnllandlt!r and it updates the Rl\1S. 

Although it is not shown in tht! diagram RMSSequenceWorker sends the create sequence 

message when establishing the sequl!ncc and sends the terminate sequence message to 

terminate the sequence. Similarly RMOScquenccWorker sends the create sequence responsl! 

message according to the state of the RMD. 

llow this architecture supports usl!r transactions? 1\.s it is shown in the Fig 3-14 it does not 

keep anything in memory. Any ewnt read<; and updates the storages using a transaction which 

is at the serializable isolation level. Therefore any update is not visible to other threads or 

workers until the transaction commits successfully. .., 

-.... 
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In Out Messages 
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Fig 3-15 shows the run time architecture for an in out scenario. The response path is similar to 

request path where the message receiver at the ser~r side initiates the response message now 

and it is ultimately received by the Axis2 callback. This axis callback is registered by the 

application client when sending the message. 

...,. 
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Fault Handling 
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Figure 3-16 Fault Handling Runtime 

Hg 3-16 shows the run time architecture for fault handling. In a fault scenario message 

receiver throws an AxisFault which Mercury takes as a'h application fault This exception is 

captured at the lnvokerBufferWorker level and it lirst roll backs the original transaction used 

to invoke the application. After that Invokcrl3ufferWokcr starts another transaction and sends 

the message using fault out flow. Client side scenario is similar except the message is received 

at the in fault flow. 

-... 
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3.4.3 Storage API 
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Figure 3-17 Storage API 
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Storage API mainly consists of a set of Manager interfaces namely RMSSequenceManager, 
RMDSequenceManager and InvokerBufferManager, D"ata transfer classes, Transaction 
interface to handle transactions and a top level StorageManager Interface which provides the 
access to other interfaces. StorageManager Intt:rface provides tht: methods to get transactions 
and manager objects which provides the methods to manage respective storages. Before 
accessing the manager objects, the accessing thread should start a transaction by getting a 
transaction from the storage. 

~ 

This storage API provides the explicit support to implement in memory and persistence 
storages in different ways. For an in memory storage. there is one set of manager objects for 
each sequence. The manager object for a particular sequence can be found using the 
parameters being passed to manager object access method. On the other hand for an 
persistence storage there can be one set of manager object for each sequence. In this cast: the 
correct storage dto object for a particular sequence is determined by the parameters passed to 
storage dto access method in the manager interface. 
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lnMemory Implementation 
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Figure 3-18 lnMemory Implementation 

Fig 3-18 shows the in memory storage design for Mercury. In memory storage keeps a 
separate sequence manager object for each sequence and it keeps these objects in three hash . 
maps called iSKRMSequenceManagerMap. sequenceiDRMDSequenceMangerMap, 
sequenceiDinvokerBufferMap. A sequence manager object has a lock amJ another object to 
keep the details for the sequence manager object. Any sequence manager object can be 
retrieved from hash tables giving the key as the parameter. But before accessing the sequence 
manager object the corresponding transaction has to acquire the lock for that object. 

Synchronization 

For proper state machine cxecution only om.: thread can update the sequence at a given time. 
Hencc it is required to synchroni;.c the state machine or sequence manager objects. Two phase 
locking is used to synchronize the sequence manager objects when; a transaction acquires the 
locks when accessing objccts and releases them upon a conunit or a rollback. A transaction 
always acquires sequence managers in the order of RMDSequenccManager, 
lnvokerBufferManager and RMSSequenceManagcr to avoid deadlocks. 
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Persistence Implementation 
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Figure 3-19 Persistence Implementation 

Fig 3-19 shows the important components of the persistence storage. It has a connection 

manager which is used to create either normal database connections or xaConnections to 
... 

database. There are two types of transactions called JDBCTransactions and JTAThransaction. 

A JDBCTransaction contains a normal database connection where as a JTATransaction 

contains an xaConnections. Once a thread requests a transaction persistence storage access the 

connection manager and creates the requested type transaction. Unlike in the in memory . 
model, persistence storage manager keeps one set of sequence manager objects for all 

sequences. All sequence managers usc a set of helper classes called table-n1appers to create sql 

queries for dto objects and to create dto objects from result set objects. Sequence manager 

objects gets the connection object to usc from the thread local. 

Synchronization 

Again for proper state machine execution only one thread hence a transaction can update the 

sequence state. This can be achieved by setting the isolation level of the transactions to 

TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLI: . This i!-.olation level can leads to deadlocks. 

First there can be deadlocks due to different order of table access. This has been solved by 

always accessing the RMDSequenceManager related tables fust, then InvokerBufferManagcr 

related tables and finally RMSSequenceManager related tables. One transaction may not 

acquire all sequence manager objects but if it requires it has to access in the given order. 
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At TRANSACTION_SERIALIZAHLE isolation kvd a transaction has to acquire a writer 

lock (an exclusive lock) to update a tabh.:. i\ writer lock can only be acquired after all the 

other transactions release the reader lock at a conunit or a rollback. This gives another type of 

dead lock if two transactions try to read and update a table concurrently. Since both can not 

release the reader lock until write. This problem can only be solved by acquiring an exclusive 

lock at a read. An exclusive lock can be acquired at the read time by using 'select for update' 

statement. 

Mercury persistence storage usel> above two techniques to achieve synchroni.lation avoiding 

deadlocks. It has been tested with an embedded Derby database with row level locking . 

.., 

-.... 
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Data base design 
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Figure 3-20 Database Design 
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hg 3-20 shows the underline database design f'or persistence storage. It contains a separate set 

of tables for each sequence manager in order to avoid deadlocks by accessing them in a clear 

order always. 
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3.4.4 Other issues and solutions 

Starting the terminated sequences at the client side 

Client node can fail while sending a :-.e<.juence of messages. Therefore for application client 

there is no way to know whether it properly tenninated the sequence or not if the client node 

fails just after sending the all the mes!>ages (this case happens only when there is no explicit 

last message but application client semh a terminate message to Mercury). As a solution to 

this problem Mercury sends an explicit terminate signal for all the sequences that has not been 

terminated. If the application client has not send all the messages then it can start a new 

sequence and send the remaining messages. 

For in out client scenarios once the client node fails, addressing dispatch information stored at 

configuration context also get lost. And also there is no axis2 service to receive the messages 

as well. 

In order to solve the above two issues Mercury uses a deployment life cycle listener to 

terminate the non terminated sequences, to add the axis2 service and to register dispatch 

information in order to dispatch sequences. 

Distributed transaction recovery 

Two phase conunit (2PC) protocol guarantee!> the atomicity of a global transaction even when 

node fails. 2PC protocol has a recovery phase to recover from the node failures if the 

coordinator or any other node fails within the commit prtase. Therefore in order to guarantees 

the atomicity of the global transaction the XA implementations should properly support the 

recovery phase. However it seems some database X/\ drivers have problems with the recovery 

phase. 

..,.., 
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